PANACOIN

MAKING A HEALTHIER AND BETTER
WORLD FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

W H I T E P A P E R

Why Cryptocurrency
The cryptocurrency market has had an immense impact on various
industries, especially the global finance and trading industries. The Pana
Protocol seeks to provide equal financial opportunities to all people around
the World. Panacoin main goal is to become a global decentralized currency.
Where you can pay everywhere fast and easily. Thanks to the Binance smart
chain, each transaction is extremely fast and has nearly no gas fees.
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Introduction
As the crypto market grows, we have too many projects out there with no
usage. They give investors no choice but to buy, sell, and collect their profits
and losses. We believe that may be one of the reasons why the rest of the
world is afraid of cryptocurrency.
Panacoin was founded by Pana Green LLC to allow our customers to use
cryptocurrency as payment. It is currently being used as an alternative
payment for goods and services provided to our customers. As one of the
main projects of Pana Green LLC, PANA will be the sole currency of the
organization.
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why pana?
As we plan to make PANA our sole currency, the token will have many
utilities as the company grows. Our holders are currently receiving, gifts from
the company’s products, discounts, and free products from our partners,
every year one lucky holder will have a chance to win a free cruise, they will
have VIP access to our establishment, and finally, we plant a tree for every
holder.

Mission Statement
As we grow as a company, we also want to work with
our community to make the world Greener. We are
working on creating a better living environment for all.
Promote and teach better recycling methods. do our
best to fight global warming. And creating new
projects to keep the world green and happy. Making
the change we want to see, by keeping the world
green and helping others to do their best.
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Our Technology
We chose the BSC network because
it is an innovative solution to bring
programmability and interoperability
to the Cryptocurrency’s.
Binance Smart Chain relies on a
system of 21 validators with Proof of
Staked Authority (PoSA) consensus
that can support short block time and
lower fees.

Three simple functions occur during each trade

Reflection

Burn

LP
Acquisition
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ABOUT GREEN TOKEN
PANACoin is a fungible token utilizing the blockchain's Proof of Stake
consensus protocol. The token will support a global conservation and
sustainability platform that aims to connect all stakeholders including
investors, companies, practitioners, researchers, game-changing startups,
NGOs and consumers. The PANACoin is designed to leverage blockchain’s
concept of interoperability: it can be utilized across multiple connected
projects run by different organizations over the world.

Granting membership and
exclusive benefits
Voting on PANACoin
Platform proposals

Donation
Users can purchase
NFTs with PANACoins

Utilities

Earn by participating in
surveys & other usages/
Behaviour data initiatives
Corporates can submit
questions to the survey pool

Users can purchase
products with PANACoin

Early access to products
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tokenomics
Company

Panagreen

Total Supply

500,000,000,000

Network

Binance

Specification

BEP20

Liqudity

locked.

Marketing

1% goes to marketing

19%
Founding Team

20%
Investors

50%
Rewards

1%
Marketing
10%
Developers
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roadmap
phase 1
Smart Contract Creation
Community Build

phase 2
Aggressive marketing

phase 3
PANASWAP

phase 4
CEX listing
CoinGecko and
CoinMarketCap listing

phase 4
Partnership with other major
crypto projects

phase 4

Creating Pana Exchange
and blockchain

phase 4
Introduce PANA as the sole
currency for our company
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Social media
panagreen.org/
twitter.companagreen.org/
www.instagram.com/panagreen.org/
t.me/panagreen.org/
www.tiktok.com/panagreen.org/
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